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PODIS® Plus

PODIS Plus harnesses sophisticated
reporting and data analysis
Secure integration provides data when and where you need it

PODIS Plus is strengthened by your practice’s management system, ensuring relevant
data appears where and when your staff needs it, including:

Charge and payment data
Tracking for samples, research drugs, patient-specific medications, and drug
levels
Tracking from order delivery through full reimbursement receipt
End-of-month inventory

Getting PODIS Plus integrated with your important record systems is seamless. Your
staff can let the PODIS Plus team lead our tried-and-tested implementation process: we
send you the printer and scanners, arrange training, and make sure everything is ready
before you go live. Your practice will benefit from a smoother and faster workflow and
increased accuracy and captured revenue while reducing the administrative burden.

Our reports, alerts, and integrations are scalable and can fit any practice size and
workflow, delivering only the most needed and relevant data. Find out how quickly you
can feel a difference in inventory and revenue cycle management.

Learn more about the seamless and secure integration of PODIS Plus.
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What's new in PODIS Plus
Recent updates and enhancements

We're constantly enhancing PODIS and adding new features to streamline workflows
help users get the information they need every day. These are just a few of the recent
changes:

You can now customize the home page dashboard to show the information you
need at your fingertips
Easier ordering: order straight from the inventory forecast report
Better handling of manufacturers' 2D barcodes

Plus a full pipeline of new features coming in 2024!
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